BBS TRAINING THE TRAINERS | SUSTAINABILITY

JUNE 6TH, 2022
Villa Guastavillani - Aula Magna

17:00 Opening session
Welcome and Introduction
MAX BERGAMI, Dean BBS
Faculty Development in BBS
PAOLA GIURI, Associate Dean for Faculty and Research BBS
Overview of BBS T3 | Sustainability
LAURA TOSCHI, Coordinator BBS T3 | Sustainability

17.30 Keynote speech
Exponential Innovation in Education using T.R.I.C.K.
ESTHER WOJCICKI, Professor and Honorary Scholar at Stanford University

18:30 Meeting the ITP fellows
Goals, Structure and Rules of the BBS T3 | Sustainability
MATILDE RATTI, MARCELLO RUSSO, LAURA TOSCHI, ALESSANDRA ZAMMIT, SARA ZANNI

JUNE 7TH, 2022
Villa Guastavillani - Grotta

10:00 Learning
Empowering Students With Design Thinking
ESTHER WOJCICKI, Professor and Honorary Scholar at Stanford University

11:30 Break

11:45 Learning
Empowering Students With Design Thinking
ESTHER WOJCICKI, Professor and Honorary Scholar at Stanford University

13:00 Lunch

14:00 Sustainability
Ecological worldview
ISABEL RIMANOCZY, Convener PRME Working Group on the Sustainability Mindset

15:30 Break

15:45 Sustainability
Systems perspective (Part 1)
ISABEL RIMANOCZY, Convener PRME Working Group on the Sustainability Mindset

17:00 Working session
Applying what learned about systems perspective
ALL PARTICIPANTS AUTONOMOUSLY
JUNE 8TH, 2022
Villa Guastavillani - Grotta

10:00  Learning
Empowering Students With Design Thinking
ESTHER WOJCICKI, Professor and Honorary Scholar at Stanford University

11:30  Break

11:45  Learning
Empowering Students With Design Thinking
ESTHER WOJCICKI, Professor and Honorary Scholar at Stanford University

13:00  Lunch

14:00  Sustainability
Systems perspective (Part 2)
ISABEL RIMANOCZY, Convener PRME Working Group on the Sustainability Mindset

15:30  Break

15:45  Sustainability
Emotional intelligence
ISABEL RIMANOCZY, Convener PRME Working Group on the Sustainability Mindset

17:00  Debrief
Final Debrief of the learning experience
ITP FELLOWS

JUNE 20TH, 2022
Villa Guastavillani - Aula Magna

10:00  Sustainability (Virtual session)
Spiritual intelligence
ISABEL RIMANOCZY, Convener PRME Working Group on the Sustainability Mindset

11:30  Break

11:45  Sustainability (Virtual session)
Spiritual intelligence
ISABEL RIMANOCZY, Convener PRME Working Group on the Sustainability Mindset

13:00  Lunch

14:00  Teaching lab
Experiencing new teaching styles (I)
ITP FELLOWS

15:30  Break

15:45  Teaching lab
Experiencing new teaching styles (II)
ITP FELLOWS

17:00  Teaching sustainability in BBS
The experience of the Sustainability Centre in BBS
MATTEO MURA, Director of the BBS Centre for Sustainability and Climate Change

17:30  Debrief & conclusions
Final Debrief of the learning experience
ITP FELLOWS